PowerOn Marketplace®
Shared PowerOn® Solutions for the Symitar® Community

PowerOn Marketplace

Would you like to try PowerOn solutions created by other credit unions, or to
share your own?

BUSINESS VALUE


Save Money



Improve
Operations



Enhance Service

COMPATIBILITY


Episys®

What is the
PowerOn
Advantage?
PowerOn enables
users to create
“specfiles.” These
sets of instructions in
scripting language
create a specific
result involving Episys
data or actions. The
actions occur within
the core system, but
independent of the
core code. Most of the
customization created
with PowerOn falls
into one of six areas:
data integration,
workflow scripting,
peripheral integration,
data entry and
transaction validation,
email generation,
and NetTeller®
Online Banking™
customization.

IT WORKS LIKE THIS …
PowerOn enables credit unions to enhance their Episys® core systems. Users can customize Episys so
it performs operations that they want in a way that they prefer. The PowerOn Marketplace is an online
community where you can find or offer customized solutions. Credit unions, vendors, and CUSOs can
submit solutions.
A unique feature of the Marketplace is that you may charge a fee for your solution. For credit unions,
this is non-interest income that can defray the cost of hours of development time and earn a profit.
For vendors, it’s a place to reach potential customers and to learn about credit union needs.
The Marketplace is a dynamic environment for sharing ideas. You can search the Marketplace for
solutions that meet your specific requirements, and if there is not a published solution that matches
your search, you can post a request for it. Participants can also receive a regular newsletter that
updates them about the latest solutions made available.
When you find a solution you want, download a .zip file of the scripting code and a documentation
file. Once you’ve tried it, you can post a rating and review to help guide other participants. For
vendor-submitted solutions, the vendor provides technical support. For credit-union-submitted
solutions that have a fee, support may be provided by the institution or by Symitar.
BUILT-IN QUALITY CONTROL …
Symitar validates each submission for safety and usability before it is made available. The rating
system enables you to see at a glance the top rated and most downloaded solutions. There is also
a highlighted Editor’s Choice solution each month.
The Marketplace provides a one-stop shop for creative solutions and offers an open community to
share ideas.
WHAT IT DOES:


Provides an easy way to find
customization solutions for Episys



Enables credit unions, CUSOs, and
vendors to charge a fee for solutions
or to share them for free



Provides user ratings and the number
of downloads for solutions



Provides a newsletter notifying users
of new submissions



Enables users to post requests for
specific solutions

WHAT IT DOES FOR YOU:


Saves time and money that would
otherwise be spent developing your
own solution



Creates a potential income source if
you charge for a solution you created



Provides a community for Episys users
to share ideas

For more information about Symitar®, or to schedule a demonstration or talk to an existing
user, email askus@symitar.com, call 888-SYMITAR (796-4827), or visit www.symitar.com.
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